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JOINT AND NUCLEAR FAMILIES PARENT 
AND CHILDREN’S SOCIAL VALUES: A STUDY

Abstract:- The significance of the family in making and embellishment a person from one 
viewpoint, and impacting social gatherings and examples on alternate, has been perceived by 
social researchers. The present review concentrates on individual level changes influenced by 
the adjustments that are occurring in the family under fast on-going socio-social changes in 
contemporary Indian culture. A specimen was taken from the Allahabad City. Add up to 360 
members (240 guardians and 120 youngsters) were incorporated into this review. The age of the 
guardians was extending 35-45 years with mean age of (44.62) and least graduation level of 
training and offspring of age gathering from 15-17 years. The outcomes demonstrate the family 
structure does not impact on guardians and kids social esteem in the family. There is no 
noteworthy contrasts were found amongst guardians and kids social esteem in joint families. 
There is critical contrasts were found amongst guardians and kids social esteem in atomic 
families. By recognizing striking variables in the family structures and its impact on social 
values, the review would like to give huge ramifications to human improvement in changing 
social perspective.

Keywords: Joint and Nuclear Families Parent and Children’s Social Values , socialization.

INTRODUCTION

Family is the fundamental and general social structure of human culture. It satisfies needs and performs 
capacities, which are vital for the progression, combination and change in the social framework. The structures and 
elements of family have experienced versatile changes in the mechanical and financial superstructure of present 
society. The family might be extensively seen as a unit of at least two people joined by the ties of marriage, blood, 
selection or consensual unions. It is viewed as the essential unit of the general public, to address the issues of people 
and those of other societal foundations. It decides the improvement of people, in that; it is a noteworthy wellspring of 
nurturance, passionate holding and socialization. In contemporary urban culture, families display an impossible to 
Miss mix of customary and advanced qualities. The new personalities and changing quality designs likewise 
influence the state of mind of the individual individuals from the family.

STRUCTURE OF FAMILY:

Family structure is conceptualized as the design of part, power and status, and connections in the family .In 
India the structure of family can be seen extensively as of three sorts. The conventional family is the one living 
mutually and comprehensive of individuals from distinctive eras. The more distant family is one, where hitched 
children and siblings live independently, however they keep on having joint property and share wage. The atomic 
sort of family is the one, in which the gathering comprises of a male, his better half and their kids. In atomic families 
the idea is 'me my better half and my kids' with no place for others is disturbing. This vanishing of enthusiastic ethos 
has influenced the socio-mental environment of the people. A man feels distance. The people group has vanished. 
Present day advance brings individualistic mindset; this cause expanding dissatisfaction furthermore, low resilience 
level among the more youthful era. These are some regular components found in contemporary urban culture in 
India. Family joint nests still keeps on being major sociological wonders. Normal living arrangement and joint 
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planning of sustenance and additionally eating together were the outside images of homogeneity of the family. There 
is a slow change in the family structure of urban India towards an atomic example in which, it can be accepted, and 
that the matrimonial combine is the basic unit. Numerous researchers have watched that the Indian joint family is 
changing as opposed to separating. Surely, even where the conventional joint family framework has broken into 
atomic units, it has offered ascend to an adjusted or new sort of joint family framework. It just breaks basically, while 
practically and nostalgically, singular units keep on forming part of the joint family and all individuals keep up joint 
nests as far as family devotion. At the end of the day, under a similar covering numerous units exist together 
Modernization infers some run of the mill types of changes in the social structure of social orders. These adjustments 
in the arrangement of social connections add to the development and organization of new parts and gathering 
structures in light of accompanying standards of modernization. This procedure in total prompts to basic 
modernization of society. These procedures offer us a case of what is implied by basic changes in the public arena. It 
suggests changes in an entire arrangement of social connections. Customary joint family not just capacity as an office 
of reproduction and socialization of new individuals for the general public, in any case, additionally performs 
obligations in different circles, for example, occupation, training, relaxation and diversion, and so on; which have 
now been assumed control by particular offices. Auxiliary changes include comparative part differtiations in all parts 
of social life. Development in science and innovation adds driving force to handle lastly quickens the energy of 
progress. Change stop to be remarkable wonders, as in the conventional social orders, it turns into an everyday 
unavoidable truth to live with it is not only endured, it is celebrated. Under these conditions there is regularly a log 
amongst social and social basic types of modernizing in these social orders.

SOCIAL VALUE:

Values have been characterized as the origination of the alluring Kluckhohn, impacting particular conduct. 
Social researchers likewise concur that qualities are critical and serve as controlling standards in individuals' lives. 
Qualities are imperative for comprehension different social-mental phenomena. There is a reasonable connection 
amongst qualities and conduct, it has watches that agent qualities are near social standards and that the alluring 
perfect and critical qualities one maybe the "loved" values and may have widespread structure. Qualities are a 
motivational develop that speak to expansive objectives which apply crosswise over setting and time. They 
characterized human values as alluring objectives that fluctuated in significance and served as directing guideline in 
individuals' lives. For instance, offering significance to power values infers taking a stab at power at work, at home, 
with companions, as so forward. Individuals may act as per their qualities notwithstanding when they don't 
deliberately consider them. Qualities are epitomized in social exercises connections, and establishments. Be that as it 
may, the last are liable to change and modification while values have a relative perpetual quality and all inclusiveness. 
Concentrates that report relations of qualities to behavioral expectations in theoretical circumstance show that 
individuals need to act as indicated by their qualities. Esteem needs pervasive in a general public are a key 
component, maybe the needs of people speak to focal objective that identify with all parts of conduct. Qualities are 
accepted to be imperative for social balance and maintenance of the framework. Values assume vital part in deciding 
human conduct and social connections and additionally keeping up and controlling social structure and 
communications from one viewpoint and giving them attachment and solidness on the other. Qualities are seen as 
differential inclinations, which are gotten from a scope of genuine practices. Qualities are generally steady 
motivational attributes of individual that change small at the time adulthood. 

Variations in family pattern can also bring about differences in social values and ideologies. In conventional 
societies like India, the religious values as embodied in its faith and philosophy can claim to be the primary and 
original source of all derived social values. In the Indian situation, those appear to had been followed with the aid of 
social trade tactics together with urbanization and industrialization. The nuclear family shape is believed to choose 
sharing of roles instead of a hierarchical structuring of roles, liberal rather than conservative attitudes, function 
diffusion an ordinary egalitarian outlook instead of a conventional out look.it's been seen that social values are 
extensively laid low with city have an effect on and subsequent assimilation of western thoughts due to the effect of 
modernization. Conventional values have declined significantly. Even the teaching of civic virtues of affection, co-
operation, obedience, tolerance, subject and renouncement, which a child used to research at home in a joint circle of 
relatives and which enabled the child to develop up as an excellent citizen, has been taken over by other social 
institutions. It additionally determined that values predict whether counselees show off impartial verses established 
conduct during some of profession counseling classes. it can be stated that values and ideals keep and modify the 
visible social structures and interactions on the only hand, and effect cohesion and stability to  them on the opposite. 
in spite of being subjective and invisible they may be tremendous factors of society and underlie all relationships. In 
any definition with essential norms shared through the individuals of a collection, values guide and channel the 
prepared sports of the participants.

Joint And Nuclear Families Parent And Children’s Social Values: A Study
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OBJECTIVE:

The primary goal of the prevailing observe changed into to research the relationship of circle of relatives 
shape and social values as they relate to own family structure in contemporary Indian society. Especially the observe 
attempts to study the connection of social values of parents and their youngsters in joint and nuclear households.

METHOD:

120 city center elegance families of which 60 nuclear and 60 joint families, with at least one infant were 
taken. The age range of dad and mom changed into 35-forty five years with imply age of (forty four.62) minimum 
graduation stage of training. The child changed into a student of class 10 or 12 with suggest age of (15.70) in the age 
variety 15-17 years.

TOOLS:

On the way to understand youngsters’ values a scale together with 16 items to degree was the 10 cost. Social 
fee includes individualistic values and collectivist values of conformity, universalism, way of life and benevolence. 
The fundamental layout of gadgets changed into adopted from fee survey. This scale includes sixteen objects with 4 
response/picks for each object i.e. 1.Strongly disagree, 2. Partial agree, three. Agree, four. Strongly agree .The alpha 
reliability coefficient of the test is .eighty two. This scale also includes 16 gadgets; with four-factor scale responses 
for each object, starting from 1.Strongly Disagree 2.Partial Agree, three. Agree 4. Strongly agree. The reliability 
alpha of the check is .77. Score of Social value of mother and father and kids become carried out the use of Schwartz 
fee Survey respectively.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION:

Means and standard deviations for the specific scores are proven in the table 1. Mother and father and 
youngsters social cost was examined on all of the check variables using tratio. Table 1 indicative of the distinction 
among dad and mom & children Social fee in joint and nuclear families. Outcomes imply family shape does not have 
an effect on the social fee within the joint and nuclear households. Table 2 suggests there is no sizable differences in 
Social price of mother and father and children in joint households. Table 3 shows there's extensive differences were 
located among parents and their youngsters Social cost in nuclear families. Father& kids (t = 2.28, P<0.05), mother& 
children (t =2.sixty two, P<zero.01).

Table 1 Mean, SD, t-ratio on Children, Father and Mother Social Value and Type of Family N=360

To peer the effect of type of family & social fee of mother and father and youngsters t check became 
calculated. own family structure doesn’t affect the social cost of parents and their youngsters. Something type of 
family (joint and nuclear) but social values stay same due to the fact price is essential concept in early socialization of 
children. Parents taught proper behavior and provide significance for loved social value to teach their kids’. The 
contend as was anticipated, the child and parental price are distinctly correlated. Considering that, own family is base 
of socialization procedure and parents are the first teacher’s, it may be stated that the values are transferred via verbal 
or non-verbal interaction and as a result the members of the family is very vast one. it became made meticulous 
observations about own family dynamics, circle of relatives values, and the function of own family relationships 
inside the improvement of the cost system of the character .he also noticed that specially the aged ladies of the circle 
of relatives transmit the cultural fee device to the younger. Parents display high social value in fulfillment & 
stimulation and low in power. Youngsters show similar fee pattern in line with her or his dad and mom. This value 
device emphasizes team spirit and cooperation, affection and know-how, following the traditional norms and 
customs of the circle of relatives. the higher center class, particularly, the knowledgeable city elite (mbas) are the 
crossroads as together with familial values inclusive of obedience to dad and mom, conformity, self denial, and 
success of parental expectations, western values inclusive of having a meaningful and innovative life space, quest for 
greater  expertise, fulfillment and no complacency are also imbibed.
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 Joint (58) Nuclear (59)  

Scale Means S.D Mean SD t-Value 
Social Value of Children 50.67 6.17 52.39 9.61 -1.15 
Social value of Father 48.97 5.50 48.44 9.20 .37 

Social value of Mother 48.60 5.79 48.63 5.42 -.023 
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Table 2 Mean, SD and t-ratio on Father and Mother and Children Social Value in Joint Family.

There is no critical contrast between Parents Social Value and Children esteem in Joint Families. In the Joint 
family guardians and kids social esteem are the same since family is the fundamental social unit in which 
socialization of the youngster is proficient. The kid disguises the qualities, standards and goals of the social gathering 
in which he develops and there by turns into a working individual from the general public. These qualities and 
standards of the general public are to a great extent disguised on the premise of early parent-tyke collaboration. The 
fundamental identity structure rises within the system of family connections. The establishment of the tyke's abilities, 
aptitudes, states of mind and interests is laid in the family. In this review the youngster has comparable esteem 
concurring their folks. In Indian conventional family there have a few changes in basic and utilitarian yet at the same 
time youngsters' have more regard to their older folks. In this manner, there is compelling passionate inclusion with 
the group of beginning even after partition. Kids carry on as per their folks. We can state qualities are accepted to be 
imperative for social harmony and upkeep of the framework. Religious and social qualities were, along these lines, 
seen as negative to the dependability of the social structure. In current society, where young men and young ladies are 
thought to be at standard and the more pleasant sex is presently anticipated that would play, however now and then, to 
a bread worker for families, same qualities are being educated or exchanged to the young ladies with regards to the 
young men. Additionally, young ladies demonstrate a inclination of having comparative values as of their moms and 
young men to that of father. This can be ascribed to the closeness of these to each other. Young ladies are by and large 
said to be near moms and young men take father to be a model in joint family framework. The qualities instilled by the 
mingling offices have their source in locale and convention. Both the family and instructive establishments may 
attempt endeavors to teach esteemed values in their wards beyond what many would consider possible. Guardians act 
same socialization examples to their kids. Young ladies turned out to be more autonomous to take choice, and to move 
outside the home. In present days guardians give them same open doors and opportunity of their kids. Family is seen 
as the essential setting in which kids’ qualities is created. Guardians specifically or in a roundabout way impact 
youngsters to carry on same way.

Table 3 Mean, SD and t-ratio on Father and Mother and Children Social Value in Nuclear Family

There are large differences among mother and father & youngsters Social value patterns in nuclear 
households. Inside the nuclear households parents gave more freedom to their youngsters and that they haven't any 
control on them. Both dad and mom are twin earners couples so that they haven't any time for their youngsters. 
Youngsters are alone of their residence. Parents now not took into consideration what they need to do. They spend 
more time outdoor the house. They thought that money can makes all wishes in their youngsters. There is no other 
member of the family to look at the children. There’s lot of have an impact on of media & a television within the 
family .children learns all the poor matters from the television and copies in the conduct. family is viewed as the 
primary context wherein youngster’s values are developed. Parents without delay or indirectly affect kids to behave 
identical manner but differences were determined in nuclear households of mother and father & children. Nuclear 
families parents gave extra freedom to their youngsters for training and go out of doors the residence. Children of 
nuclear households show excessive orientation closer to success. They assume life is complete of thrilling thinks. 
Children are complete of bold, greater successful, highbrow and equipped in nuclear households. Youngsters does no 
longer obey the mother and father, their conversation competencies are very poor. They are able to honor and admire 
for own family members. They have not self subject in circle of relatives.

CONCLUSION:
Because of the western effect over contemporary Indian social device, outstanding modifications affected 

every walk of lifestyles. These modifications have stimulated the society not most effective openly but also have 
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Gender of Parents Joint Family (58) 

 Mean SD t-Value 
Father 48.97 5.50 1.57 

Children 50.67 6.17  

Mother 48.60 5.79 1.86 
Children 50.67 6.17  

 

Gender of Parents Nuclear Family (58) 

 Mean SD t-Value 
Father 48.44 9.20 2.28* 

Children 52.39 9.61  

Mother 48.63 5.42 2.62** 
Children 52.39 9.61  
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provided alternatives to the present values and ideas closer to the distinctive factor of society and human conduct. 
However alternatively, it's also similarly actual that Indian traditions are so deeply rooted that these options had been 
succeeded in total transformation of the society. This finding suggests that value play a crucial role in improvement of 
the human beings. All the human features are governed by the individual & collective values. This observe gives for 
an expertise of the changing conditions of Indian family and the social and circle of relatives values that exist in 
cutting-edge Indian society. However, similarly research is needed to examine the relationships of several 
adjustments and attitudes which can be taking area in society and its impact on family shape and development.
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